Ming Gap Shipwreck Ceramics Southeast Asia
ming gap and the revival of commercial production of blue ... - tai: ming gap and the revival of
commercial production of blue and white porcelain 89 nevertheless, the time span is not affected. it shows that
there was a time gap of blue and white porcelain in china too. this is corresponding to the ming gap of
shipwrecks ceramic, shown in the table 2. shipwrecks shipwreck sites - siam society - the ming gap and
shipwreck ceramics in southeast asia. towards a chronology of thai trade ware. by roxanna maude brown.
bangkok: the siam society under royal patronage, 2009 * index compiled by karl e. weber 1 kew / 18 june 2009
field note: a radiocarbon date for the koh s’dech ... - examine the koh kong shipwreck cargo and to
sample for radiocarbon dating one of two woven-bamboo core lacquered vessels (fig. 1a-d) that were among
the recovered ceramics cargo. an appendix of some examples of the ceramic wares accompanies this field
note. radiocarbon dating of the lacquered bamboo-cored vessel . southeast asian ceramics museum
newsletter - tion, the ming gap and shipwreck ceramics in southeast asia, was com-pleted in 2004, it was
almost impossible to be more specific about the dating of chinese trade ceramics than ‘early ming,’ middle
ming’ etc, and not eve-ryone agreed on dates for ‘middle ming.’ some began middle ming with the the cham
of vietnam - muse.jhu - aoyagi yoji. “champa ceramics in the history of the maritime silk road”, paper
presented at the symposium on new scholarship on champa, national university of singapore, 2004. ———.
“excavation of the gò sành kiln complex: champa ceramics in the history of the maritime route of the silk
road”, in champa ceramics: production and bibliography - iseas-yusof ishak institute - shipwreck ceramics
in malaysia. kuala lumpur: department of museums and antiquities. brown, roxanna m. 2003. ming gap? new
data from shipwrecks. paper presented to the workshop on southeast asia in the 15th century and the ming
factor, asia research institute, national university of singapore, 18–19 july 2003. a glimpse at southeast
asian ceramics publications - -the ming gap and shipwreck ceramics in southeast asia towards a chronology
of thai trade ware (2009), roxanna brown the fine arts department of thailand itself has published reports on
ceramic kilns and shipwreck excavations, as listed below:-ceramics and kilns of san kampaeng
(1972)-sangkalok sisatchanalai (1987)
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